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Dining chairs with casters

DINTTES UNLIMITED is a family business founded in Sarasota, FL in 1976 specializing in custom casual dining furniture: Casual Dining Sets Caster Chairs Counter &amp; Bar Stool Small Kitchen Sets There was an error processing your request. Equipped with casters, these leather chairs will be an ideal combination of style and practicality. Dark colored wooden structures
enchant with their smoothly designed, gently curved silhouettes. Bondville ChairAntique design for an old-fashioned Bondville-style office chair, made of walnut wood with a polished finish and equipped with a upholstered seat cushion and back, both made of real leather in dark brown color. Mid-Back Dining Caster Chair with ArmsContemporary take on a minimalist office chair,
equipped with a comfortable seat cushion and back coated with a brown microfiber material, matched with a white frame and wooden elements. Quite classy food chairs handmade from wood finished in warm browns. A chair has 4 low bowed icing legs, a ring stretcher, openwork sloping arms and a back, a seat of recovered wood. Tied padded pillows are covered in floral fabric.
This elegant dining set combines a smooth, modern charm with functionality, putting armchairs in casters, meaning the Chromed finish adds modern finesse, while the wheeled base offers greater mobility. A modern set of furniture for dining rooms, consisting of a rectangular-shaped dining table with rounded edges. The table is made of oak wood and has four dining chairs that fit
on wheels to finish the set-off. Mobile approach to an unusual dining chair with casters at the bottom to make it easy to move around. The chair is made of white-painted, wooden frame with coated seat and back in green fabric color. Waverly Place tall back upholstered dining room ChairAn elegant classy wheeled dining chair of wood in brown. It features upright turned front legs,
curved angular back, straight hands with rolled fronts, a wingback with curved edges, wallpaper of brown pleather with brass nailhead trim. This round, wooden dining table features a range of 4 additional chairs. Equipped with wheel wheels, they will provide better mobility. A happy medium between functionality and classic elegance. Elegant dining chairs with black metal frames.
A chair base is built of a diagonal-like foot wheel, 4 bowed stretchers, a column. The weapons have rolled fronts, a tall back - scrolls and a top rail of natural slate tiles. A seat is covered in beige An elegant old style decorated dining chair with a natural finished wooden frame. It has upright angular front legs, curved back, an average height trapezoidal fullback, gently sloping arms.
A square seat and a back are covered with simple grey fabric. Traditional setup for a vintage-shaped talking point, furnished with a round dining table made of dark oak wood with a patterned insert and a frame made of brass, equipped with a set set matching food chairs on wheels. A retro style dining set of wood in light brown. A table for six has an oval top and 2 upright legs in
the shape of V horizontal legs. A chair base has a column, a 4-prong wheeled foot, frame arms, a seat and a back covered in dark brown leather. Menedemus Arm Chair (Set 2) Modern setting for a comfortable talking point in a living room, consisting of a round coffee table made of black-painted wood with two tiers down, equipped with two wheeled office chairs that provide
seating. Maguire Captains Arm chairAn elegant composition of furniture creating an improvised conversational area in a bright living room. The chat area is equipped with a small, rectangular black coffee table with a movable armchair on wheels. Elegant comfortable woody dining chairs in the middle of the café. A base consists of a 4-prong wheeled foot and a column. Hands are
flat and wide enough. Both a seat and a fairly tall vertically grooved back are rectangular, padded, covered in brown leather. Classy elegant dining chairs with black wrought iron frames. A chair has a 4-prong wheeled base, a short column, scrolling fronts of arms. A four-piece seat and a tall curved flared soft tufted fullback are coated with patterned beige fabric. Cafferata Arm
ChairAntique look for a sophisticated office chair with a frame made of brass and a base that tosses out wrought iron. The chair has a coated back and seat cushion, both equipped with cotton material in beige color. Elegant rotating dining chairs with black metal bases (a 4-prong wheeled foot and a short column). Hands are curved. A semi-oval seat is covered in grey fabric. Two
chairs have black woody fence-backs, 2 - grey covered halfbacks with arched top rails. Unfinished design for a primitive-looking dining chair with wheels at the bottom. The chair is made of light pine wood and has a hard seat without any cushion or wallpaper, giving it a rough look. ChairA arm cool rotating and sloping dining chair with a frame of grey metal. A column is fastened to
a 4-prong wheeled foot. The strands and hands have woody coatings in brown tones. A square seat and an oval halfback are covered in creamy checked poly mix. A comfortable setup for a compact dining room, furnished with an oval dining table made from dark oak wood with a non-slip padding on top, combined with some dining chairs on wheels with white cotton wallpapers.
Elegant dark brown leather combined with a little lighter brown wood creates together a refined combination, to highlight refined interiors. This dining set consists of a wooden table for 6 and the complementary set of chairs with wheels. A rotating metal food chair. It has a 4-arm wheeled leg, a column, arms and a lower back behind vertical rods. One foot and arms have brown
wooden onlays. A seat and a halfback with a woody top are padded and covered in beige fabric. Mcbride Arm ChairClassy wheeled chairs of wood in mid-brown. A chair has angular grooved front legs with mounted edges. A curved one-room back and brass nailhead cut both a semi-oval seat and flat arms are foam padded and covered in black vinyl. Unique and fresh installation
for an oriental chat point in a living room, created using a round table of bright bamboo wood with a glass top, surrounded by a set of four armchairs on wheels. This set of casters is a perfect suggestion for a charming dining room décor. Natural wood and white configuration correspond well with wood top or light gray wallpaper (in the case of chairs). Moonsu Arm ChairAquatic
design for an outdoor chat area located in a garden near a backyard pool. The area is furnished with a round glass table and is completed with a series of wheeled armchairs with bamboo frames. A modern conference room, furnished with an oval cabinet table with a frame made of aluminum metal with a black coat of paint, combined with a set of desk chairs on wheels with faux
leather wallpapers. Classy design for a unique, mobile dining chair with wheels at the bottom. The chair is made with an aluminum frame with a white coat of color, decorated with wooden elements and coated with cotton fabric. Gentry Mid-Back Dining Caster Chair with Armsa traditional-looking office chair on wheels with a frame made of aluminum with a white coat of reflective
color. The chair is equipped with wooden elements on the arms and legs, giving it a unique element. A classy woody food set (for 6) in light brown. An oval table has 2 4-slat upright supports on flat C-like legs. A chair has a 4-arm wheeled leg, a column, curved hands, a squared seat and a rectangle sewn back covered in beige leather. A unique approach to a cozy dining room,
furnished with a round dining table with a wrought iron frame and a smooth stone surface, combined with a set of four elegant dining chairs with wheels at the bottom. Boundary Bay Arm Chair (Set 2) With its powder coated finish, which serves to make this chair look beautiful, this Boatary Bay Arm Chair will be a great proposition for all traditional venues. His wallpaper gives him
an air of sophistication. Measuring 38.18'' H x 26'' W x 26'' D. Enchanting with its elaborate appeal, this intricate food set consists of a decorative round pedestal table with at least four chairs with arms and wheels. Their deep wooden appeal should fit well into most of the classic décor. A beautiful retro rotating chair It has a black metal base built from a 4-prong wheeled foot (with
wooden onlays) and a short column. A square seat, hands and a back frame are from cane to light brown. One seat is covered with blue floral fabric. Combining dark wood with glass will always be a modern way to enhance one's décor. In addition to this, the food set for 4 presented here features casters as well. Elegant and practical at the same time. An aesthetic aesthetic
wheeled dining chair with a black metal frame. It has a 4-prong foot, a column, straight hands with light brown wooden pillows. A square seat and a fairly tall fullback with a unfolding top covered in simple beige fabric. An elegant approach to a mobile dining chair made from oak wood with a polished finish and a light hue. The dining chair has wheels at the bottom, making it easy to
move around, and has a faux leather seat cushion in black. Black leather and densely grainy, natural wood always create a charming and elegant combination, designed to perfect the interior. This dining chair fits this role perfectly. Based on wheels, it will also be more mobile and floor-friendly. Elegant elegant tabed dining chairs with wrought iron frames in black. A chair has a 4
arm base, a short column, rolled arm fronts, an arched openwork backs with diamond mesh. A four-man seat and a back are covered with simple beige fabric. Vintage design for a classic dining chair, made of oak wood with a light hue and a polished, shiny finish. The dining chair has a padded seat cushion and a back, as well as wheels at the bottom to make it mobile. Elegant
installation for a compact dining room, furnished with a round dining table made of dark oak wood with a polished finish. The table is paired with a set of four dining chairs on wheels with faux leather seat cushions. Designed to adorn classic interiors, this set of chair dining is based on casters, providing greater function, especially when you are thinking of transportation or any
movements. Solid, dark wood shaping is beautifully combined with black leather. Durable steel frames and velvet combined with tanned seats lined with fabric for support. All that stands in smooth rolling casters. Designed by Powell Jefferson, this dining chair will be a nice suggestion for all classic décor. Elegant old style wheeled dining chairs with wooden frames finished in mid-
brown. A chair has beautifully moved arms and a tall curved openwork back. A base is built of a 4-prong foot and a short column. The wallpaper is simple beige suede. Bermuda Arm ChairAn old-fashioned approach to a classy office chair with wheels at the bottom, making it mobile. The chair is made of bamboo wood with a brown coat of paint and is equipped with a thick and soft
seat cushion with a fish design. Bali Hai Dining ChairPrimitive take on an elegant dining chair with a frame bamboo wood with a dark tint. The dining chair has wheels at the bottom, which make it mobile, and is equipped with a upholstered seat cushion in a cream color. Cafferata Arm ChairBeing a great alternative to traditional pieces, this Cafferata armchair features an autumn
rust frame and Topanga brown wallpaper. It has a durable polyester fabric. Measures 37.5'' H x 21.75'' W x 26.75'' D. Mobility Help Coated Chair Will improve quality of life for people with Alzheimer's, Dementia, Parkinson's or for elderly people where aging is ageing reduced their mobility. This dining room with casters is available in a variety of colors. Colors.
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